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AGX Holdings Ltd. 
 
 
AGX Holdings Ltd was formed in 1999 from two well established and respected, specialist IT supply and 
support companies. 
 
Our aim is to deliver specialist IT solutions tailored to individual needs and requirements. Within our area of 
expertise, imaging and video manipulation and encompassing scanning, printing and bespoke systems we 
create efficient and cost-effective solutions to meet or exceed the customers’ specifications. 
 
AGX are agents for a wide range of equipment and software manufacturers, some of who are listed below: 
 

ADOBE, AVISION, CITIZEN, EVERSPRY, GARNER, GBLABS, GRAPHICSTATION, KINESENSE, LIFT-SP, 

MEDIAFILER, MICROTEK, MITSUBISHI, PERRENITY, PLUSTEK, RIMAGE, SONY, VIPRINET 
 
 
Using these international partnerships, we create solutions to meet our customers’ requirements and provide 
cost effective results. We optimise hardware for specific purposes and have delivered tangible results, 
delivering genuine efficiencies for customers around the world. Our ongoing commitment in providing the 
latest equipment and developments, promises to deliver new innovations for use in our various markets.  
 
With a firm customer base in both the government and commercial sectors, AGX aims to directly support 
everything we sell, giving our customers and the end users a single point of contact and complete peace of 
mind.  
 
We currently supply over 90% of UK Police forces with specialist IT products and services, mainly involving 
departments such as TSU, Identification, Imaging and Forensics. By the integration of specific hardware and 
software, AGX have provided many police forces with systems tailored to the very specific requirements of 
the crime scene and forensic environments. 
 
Within the Government sector, we also supply product and services to many MOD establishments within the 
Army, RAF and Navy, as well as to HMRC and others. This usually involves equipment for designers, video 
production and publishing departments but also includes other areas.  We supply high end, fast NAS storage 
specifically for video use, specialist optical storage units for archive or “write once” ability and even online 
training capabilities, all through our varied partners.   
 
With support running through the core of AGX - whenever items are sold, we strive to exceed customer 
expectations and deliver unrivalled service levels. We supply a variety of support options, ranging from 
manufacturer approved warranties to fully customised AGX support agreements to suit the customer’s needs.  
 
These include:  Warranty, Out of Warranty, Return to Base, Exchange and On-Site support. 
 
If you would like further information, please do not hesitate to us. 


